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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 8/5/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 12:  View Behind GBG Indian Kitchen

Photograph 12: View to west behind GBG Indian Kitchen showing slight irregular surface and
incipient slumping at center of photograph obscured by vegetation; exposed soil scarp
to right of photograph is also obscured by dense vegetation (see Photograph 15).
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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 8/5/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 13:  Surface Expression of Incipient Soil Slumping

Photograph 13: View to west toward Kismayo Kitchen (505 Riverside Avenue) from GBG Indian
Kitchen showing stressed pavement and surface depressions as an indicator of
incipient soil slumping; exposed soil scarp is present beyond trees to right-center.
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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 8/5/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 14:  View Towards GBG Indian Kitchen Showing Incipient Slumping

Photograph 14: View to east towards GBG Indian Kitchen showing localized incipient earth slumping
in parking area at center of photograph; note area of recent ponded water; exposed
historical failure scarp is present beyond trees to left.
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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 8/13/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 15:  Soil Scarp North of GBG Parking Lot

Photograph 15: View to southeast of exposed soil scarp adjacent to northern boundary of western
parking lot for GBG Indian Kitchen; note density of vegetation
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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 8/13/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 16:  Soil Scarp in Slope North of GBG Indian Kitchen Parking Lot

Photograph 16: View to southwest showing exposed soil scarp in slope north of GBG Indian Kitchen
parking lot; Kismayo Kitchen (505 Riverside Avenue) at top right; note density of
vegetation and mature trees at top of scarp leaning downslope.
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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – West of GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 12/12/2019
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 17:   December 2019 HTA Inspection GBG Indian Kitchen

Photograph 17: View to southwest showing GBG Indian Kitchen (top right), and failure scarp top left;
photograph taken in December 2019 during inspection by Hoyle-Tanner Associates;
note change in density of vegetation; exposed slope subject to surface erosion during
precipitation events
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Slope Location: 471 Riverside Avenue – GBG Indian Kitchen Date: 8/13/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 18:  Exposed Slope Behind GBG Indian Kitchen, Near River Walk

Photograph 18: View to west downslope from GBG Indian Kitchen (just south of River Walk Trail)
showing soil slump debris from inferred historic failure event; exposed soil surfaces
subject to continual surface erosion from precipitation events;
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Terracon Consultants,  Inc.     Of f ices Nat ionwide
[800]  593 7777 terracon.com

CITY OF BURLINGTON, VERMONT
SLOPE STABILITY INSPECTION Date of Inspection: __________________
Site Inspector

Name: David C. Del Marco, P.G.                                       E-mail: David.Delmarco@Ter-
racon.com

Title: Senior Project Manager Phone: 603.206.1191

Office/Facility Location: Manchester, NH Mobile: 781.844.6001

Owner Information
Owner: City of Burlington, VT Owner Contact: Phillip Peterson

 645 Pine Street Phone: (802) 865-5832

 Burlington, VT 054001 E-mail: ppeterson@burlingtonvt.gov

Site Location Information
Site GIS Location ID: Riverside Avenue Site Coordinates

Latitude: 44.4886

Site Name: Michael’s Auto Sales Longitude: -73.2002

Assessment Findings

Ground Movement Type (if evidence of ground movement observed)

☒ Landslide � Subsidence / Sinkhole ☒ Other (erosion, etc.), describe:

Evidence of historic localized landsliding observed along the eastern and central portions of the property.  Mild, incipient
slumping and initial formation of soil scarp observed at central and eastern portions of the property.  Trees in the eastern
portion have distinct upslope lean.  Landowner has taken remedial actions along the eastern boundary including place-
ment of filter fabric stabilized with stakes and a layer of fine pea stone.  Historic slump/slide soil debris identified
downslope.  No large-scale discontinuities, disturbed ground, or surface cracking observed on the level platform back
from the top of the slope.  Property owner periodically monitors conditions at the top of the slope.

Consequence of Failure:

Localized failures at the top of the slope will continue to cut back the slope but no permanent structures are located on the
level ground back from the top of the slope.  There are limited effects down-slope from localized failures (i.e. continued
deposition of limited soil masses).

Recommended Future Inspection Frequency:

Annual inspection at top of slope to monitor slump and scarp formation;  5 years for the central and basal portions of the
slope where effects of failure are less severe.

August 2020
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Burlington, VT Slope Stability Inspection

Geohazard Type
(Which best fits the observed conditions? If complex slide, it may be appropriate to select more than one type)
Landslide Types

� Fall
Mass detaches from a steep
slope or cliff.  Free-fall, bounc-
ing, or rolling

� Topple
Forward rotation or tilting of
a column of rock or soil

� Flow
Fluid-like movement of a
mass; slowly or swiftly. Flows
of mud and debris may resem-
ble moving wet concrete

� Avalanche
Extremely rapid flow- or
sheet-like movement of a
large, crumbling mass down
a steep mountainside or
over a cliff.

☒ Rotational
Bowl-shaped failure.  Move-
ment at top (scarp) is down-
ward and may tilt into the
slope. Bottom is marked by
bulging mass (toe bulge).

☒ Translational
Movement occurring along a
relatively planar surface;
commonly parallel to the
slope

� Spread
Lateral movement causing the
ground to pull apart; or in for-
mation of parallel fractures.
May occur on gentle slopes.

☒ Creep
Similar to spread, but com-
monly imperceptibly slow
movement; results hum-
mocky (undulating) ground
surface

Subsidence / Sinkhole
� Ground Subsidence
Downward ground movement
(sag) or settlement of an area

� Sinkhole
Localized downward ground
movement forming a closed
depression with or w/out
open drain hole or throat.

Site Setting and Surrounding Area
☒Open-Slope �Side-Slope �Gully/Ravine �Waterway �Residential �Agricultural �Mine/Quarry �Wooded
☒ Natural �Cut ☐Fill �Embankment ☐Recently graded (Cut/Fill)

Notes: Top of slope at eastern property boundary exhibits mild, incipient slumping and scarp formation.  This area
has been remediated by the landowner through the laying of filter fabric stabilized with stakes and a layer of fine pea
stone.  Areas immediately downslope in this area are densely vegetated.  Historic slump/slide mass near River Walk
Trail exhibits exposed surfaces and formation of gullies subject to ongoing erosion during precipitation events.  Incipi-
ent slumping and possible mild scarp formation are present at the central portion of the property.

Material Type and Consistency
�Bedrock ☐Gravel, cobbles, and boulders ☒Sand ☒ Silt and Clay �Colluvial (mixed coarse- and fine-grain mate-
rial) �Shallow soil over rock �Liquid �Solid-Wet �Solid-Dry �Rubble �Organics; describe:
 ___________
Condition of Trees, Fences, Posts, etc.

☒ Standing upright ☒ Leaning uphill ☒Leaning downhill �Leaning all directions �Fallen �None

Notes: Trees at top of slope at eastern portion of property lean upslope; trees in historic slump/slide mass at base are
primarily straight
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Surface-Water Features
�Stream �Pond/Lake ☐Springs/Seepage �Marshes �Closed depressions �Culverts �Ditches �Water-breaker
�Free-water on slope �Saturated soils �None

Notes: No seepage from the exposed slope or debris mass was observed.

Relative Activity
☒ Sharp un-vegetated features ☒ Partially vegetated features ☒ Smooth vegetated features �Un-drained depres-
sions �Drained depressions �Ponds/Sags/Marshes ☒ Undulating (hummocky) topography ☒ Un-vegetated cracks
�Vegetated cracks

Notes: Mild incipient soil slumping accompanied by minor scarp formation observed at the top of the slope at the east-
ern and central portions of the property; the slope in these areas will continue to experience sporadic, small-scale,
localized sliding and/or slumping events.  Historic, unvegetated, downslope slump/slide soil masses will continue to
erode during precipitation events.

Landslide Dimensions
Scarp Height N/A Scarp width N/A

Width of source area N/A Depth of Source area N/A
Width of deposit N/A Depth of deposit N/A

Length (distance) from top
to bottom N/A Height (elevation) from top

to bottom N/A

Overall Width N/A Other Notes:

Subsidence / Sinkhole Dimensions
Length: N/A Width: N/A Depth: N/A

Hole / Throat (Y/N): N/A Diameter: N/A Depth: N/A
Description: N/A
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SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Slope Location: Riverside Avenue – Michael’s Auto Sales Date: 8/5/2020
City: Burlington State: Vermont
Description : Photograph 19:  Eastern Portion of Michael’s Auto Sales Property

Photograph 19: View to west from eastern portion of Michael’s Auto Sales property to GBG Indian
Kitchen, showing beginning of scarp formation in center foreground; note trees
leaning upslope


